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INTRODUCTION

s-

This collection of ^string figures, including tricks,
8  3

comprises 2-7'obtained by R.H. Compton in 1914 and 4^ by me in

1950. Continuity in patterns and their construction is shoun

by the fact that among those described by me 1^ uere found to
haue been seen by Compton 36 years previously.

Both of us uorked only on the main island of Neu Caledon;

mainly in Noumea or Houailou, though Compton also visited the

neighbouring Isle of Pines. It is therefore significant that

of the 47 figures, excluding tricks, only 12 uere shoun to us
%<3 -K. cl O u A- C C. 't\ o'rr. (' i L

by Neu Caledonians as against ̂ ^by Loyalty islanders living
permanently or temporarily on La Grand^ Terre.'^^/The remaini'ng-

uhich uere knoun to both communities are more likely to be
Loyalty figures learnt by the flelanesian Neu Caledonians since

the ocean-oriented Loyalty islanders uere accustomed to go to
01.

the mainland on trading expeditions more recently, seeking

employment, uhile feu Neu Caledonians had occasion to visit the

small, isolated and relatively infertile islands of Lifu, flare''
and Ouvea.

Uhile, therefore, comparison is made difficult by the

collections having been obtained from tuo distinct groups it

is, I suggest, possible to reach a feu tentative conclusions

from the evidence available. In the first place it seems

probable that string figure making is a more popular pastime

in the part-Polynesian Loyalties than on Melanesian Neu Cale

donia, though even this generalization might uell be disproved

by someone able to collect in the interior and the north-uesterr

coastal areas.

Secondly, it appears that the figures learnt solely from

Neu Caledonians are in the main indigenous inventions, only one

- Lib Lemadren - being extensively knoun throughout Polynesia as

uell as in the Solomons, Papua Neu Guinea and Australia.

— V( t —



The Loyalty Islands figures, on the other hand, comprise

the standard Polynesian patterns - Nos 12, 14, 20, 32 and 36
and also a number - Nos 2, 5, 11, 13, 26, 28, 31 and 45 - uhose
provenance is essentially the Western Pacific which, in the case
of string figure technique, may be said to have for its eastern
boundary the Gilberts, Tuvalu and Fiji«

Only one figure learnt from Loyalty islanders. No.37,

was hitherto unknown outside the Australian-Flelanesian zone,

but it is rielanesian in concept and technique and was, in all
probability, learnt from New Caledonians. Commencing with the
Torres Strait Little Fishes it evolves into one of the most
realistic creations in the Oceanic repertoire: known as the Pig
(Compton's Porker).

These generalizations do little more than bear witness
to the fact that the catchment area for the figures in this
monograph is the south-western corner of Oceania, where the
western extension of Melanesia has been, mainly in the Loyalty
Islands, affected by a sustained influx of Polynesians blown
westwards from their homes in Uallis Island, Tonga, Samoa and
other parts of western Polynesia.

There have evidently been other contacts as well for the
pattern Fak Fao or Barriere (No.17) is clearly in its constructi
technique not an Oceanic figure at all and it was some time befc*^
I  traced it as in fact the East African Ambra,"* its transmissior
to the Pacific being accounted for by African soldiers having
been stationed in New Caledonia.

Another technically interesting figure which it has not

been possible to include in the Comparative Table is the Loyalty
Islands Sun, for though the final pattern is known in and outsifi.

Oceania there are many methods of construction from a few simple-

movements to the final extension of a complicated figure such

as In Polynesia and Fiji it is also found as a

game for two players, as in No<,44. Both in New Caledonia and
New Zealand there are two figures made alternately by each of

Ireu —



tuo players but in the Tuametu Islands three patterns form

the sequence and they can be made by either one or tuo players.

The Sun is actually the oldest figure to be recorded

anyuhere: as the Greek four-loop Plinthios of Heraklas, uhere

it uas made by an unusual technique and used for traction
4

during the first century A.D.

fly thanks are due to firs Anuida Lamberts for her impeccab

typing and lay-out of the text; the fourth monograph on string
figures to be prepared by her experienced hands. I cue thanks
also to Professor Sean Guiart for finding so many expert string

figure makers during my short stay on Neu Caledoniaj and to Dr
Darrel Tryon, the linguistic authority on the Loyalties, for

help uith the meaning of local figure names.

Lastly I am greatly indebted to Yukio Shishido, the

Japanese string figure expert, for his skilfully-executed
illustrations and for his kindness in checking through my

constructions, uhich saued me from making a number of errors.

At least I can feel confident that one person, albeit a gifted

one, can make every figure from my descriptions.

Canberra, Australia Honor flaude
23rd November, 1983

1  Haddon 1912:43-4.

2  The only figure identical in construction uith the Sun
is the Papua Neu Guinea Highlands Star Variation -
Noble 1979:111.

3  For a detailed discussion of the interesting Tuamotu
variation, uith comparative data, see Emory and flaude
1979:1-5.

4  Day 1967:124.
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NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY

Palmar and Dorsal - The part of a string which lies across
the palm of a hand is described as palmar; the part
lying across the back of the hand as dorsal.

Radial and Dinar - Anything on the th\imb side of the hand
is called radial, anything on the little finger side
is called ulnar. Since a string passing round a finger
or fingers forms a loop, each such loop is composed
of a radial string and an ulnar string.

Proximal and Distal - Of two strings or loops on the same
finger, the one nearer the palm of the hand is called
proximal, the one nearer the finger tip is called distal.
Furthermore, a loop may be entered or a string picked
up either from the proximal side or from the distal side.

Twisting Loops - A loop may be twisted in two directions,
either radial or ulnar. If in the radial direction the
finger is rotated towards you, down, away and up to
original position, taking care not to become entangled
with any other strings. If the movement is in the ulnar
direction the rotation is made in the'opposite direction.

Position 1 - Put tips of thumbs and little fingers of each
hand together and insert into loop of string, separate
thumbs and little fingers and draw hands apart until
strings are taut (strings must not be crossed).

opening A - Position 1. Palmar string of each hand is
picked up, from proximal side, on back of index of
opposite hand, right index first and left index through
right index loop from distal side.

Murray Opening - Hold string between thumbs and indices,
hands being about six inches apart with remainder of
loop hanging down; make a small hanging loop with the
six inches of string by bringing hands together, right
over left, insert indices towards you into this loop.

— X —
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continue movement until indices are upright, draw hands

apart and there will be a distal and a proximal loop
on each index; radial strings should be parallel and

ulnar strings crossed.

Navaho Opening - Hold string between thvimbs and indices,
hands being about six inches apart, with remainder of

loop hanging down; make a small upright loop with
the six inches of string by bringing hands together,

right over left, insert indices away from you into this
loop and thumbs, also away from you, into large hanging
loop, draw hands apart and turn them upright with
fingers well spread out.

Navaho - When there are two strings on a digit, one proximal

and one distal, the proximal string is lifted over the

distal string, over tip of the digit and dropped on the

other side.

Caroline Extension - Insert indices, from proximal side,

into th\mb loops, pick up ulnar thumb strings and,

pressing thumbs against indices to prevent these strings
from slipping, turn palms away.

— XL —
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CATERPILLAR Ufu ^

1. Position 1 on left hand,

2, Insert right hand into loop from proximal side and drau

hands apart.

.r* ^

>

^ ' ' •»* i

'  3. Tuist right hand once in radial direction,
tv*

■  4, Uith right hand grasp left palmar string from distal side y '
vr X':
X* ^ '

•T*'',"/ ,1", and pull it to right through right urist loop, ^
^  , i:

w  ■1": '. rij
j  . y'^

*4- • liiy •>» ; ,i».

N^ee-te^—trifu
■v

J O^nirf^gH^,

•cS", Geuuiid pe-i's&n—p-lra^^rs^strinrg^y beginning—ui-th radial thumb

—strings,
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Q., CATERPILLAR

(Uauyibadet)
fCl-euo

Synonym; Looper caterpillar, Compton NQ.X\/IIiy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Position !•

» .

''J f'f. ■ ■ ',

With right thumb and index take hold of left
radial thumb string and tuist it once round laft thumb,

Insert right index, from proximal side, into loop round

left thumb and return to position.

Complete Opening A, picking up right palmar string first.

Bend right hand over so that palm faces dounuards and

release left hand.

With left thumb and index pull up the tuo strings on

dorsal aspect of right index to form tuo upright loopsj

insert left little finger, feom distal side, into distal

index loop and raise it about one inch, then insert left

thumb through same loop and into proximal index loop

from proximal and ulnar side; extend hands, releasing

right index.

Uith right thumb and index take hold of left ulnar thurtb

and radial little finger strings close to left palm;

release left thumb, then insert auay from you into loose

thumb loop and also into little finger loop; release

strings held by right hand.
&

Repea^ 7 uith other hand.
Caroline Extension.

4" C'»»v5.

J'"

r-w.*
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3.
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(-ttQ- LEnADRES^

Compton:NoiV—Namoloss^
^f-ho-y^-^TK-. <:o'v/v£-ox Ovo.v

«/'" . Lifu

• • ■■ ■"•■'•iv!.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

0.

9.

Position 1 on left hand.

Insert right hand, from proximal side, into hanging loop,

grasp left palmar string, pull it to right and release it.
Repeat 2.

Insert right thumb and little finger into loop from

proximal side and drau hands apart.

Insert right index, from proximal side, under left palmar

string and extend hands.

Insert right thumb, from distal side, into index loop and

return with ulnar index string.

Insert left thumb, from proximal side, into left little finger

loop and return with radial little finger string.

Caroline Extension.

Navaho thumb release little fingers^J^^^i^

.'y
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4.„ THE DEAD MAN IN TANNA ' ^

1. Position 1.
index

2. Take right hand palmar string batueen/finger and thumb

of left hand, with index finger uppermost. Tuist this

string anti-clockuise to form a loop, put tips of indices

together through this loop and drop loop over right index.

Repeat,, uith left palmar string, twisting string clockuise.

3. Insert right index, from proximal side, into left index

loop and return with crossed strings. Pass left
right

index, from distal side, through/double distal index

loops, insert from proximal sideinto proximal index loop

and return with crossed strings.

4. Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with ulnar

little finger strings by twisting thumbs in ulnar direction;

release little fingers.

5. Pass little, ring and middle fingers proximal to index

loops, insert into thumb loops from distal side and hold

down ulnar thumb strings.

6. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into index loops;

Navaho thumbs by bringing two proximal radial thumb strings

over 3 distal thumb strings.

7. Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and

transfer index loops to thumbs.

8. Caroline Extension; release thumbs.

4-5. ■[

The two loops round the centre of the figure represent two
VKe-ie

policemen who were sent to bury the dead man. Release indices; /
CLie- ^ o-fx. cL o

the policemen^have finished the job and^go auay.

ieCjL ^ (X- (4)
CL ci a. o cia \ c^'-l 0 I oL .
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SHUTTLE FOR FISHING NET Lifu
1.-

1. Opening A.

2. Transfer index loops to urista,

3. Insert thumbs, from proximal sode, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings.

4. Caroline Extension.

5. Navaho thumbs.

6. Release little fingers.

7. Transfer index loops to little fingers.

8. Remove urist loops and extend hands. .-.h'

V' -.r

■  ■ ■ r y/'v.*

©



NO NADE

■Xf

■. .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

Opening A.

Rotate little fingers once in ulnar direction.

Insert thumbs^ from distal side into index loops and

hold doun radial index strings.

Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger loops,

hook up radial little finger strings and ulnar index

strings, then uith indices still pointing doun bring

touards you distal to all remaining strings, hook back

• radial thumb strings and straighten indices but not thumbs;

pass thumbs proximal to ulnar little finger strings and

return uith these strings; release little fingers;

insert little fingers, from distal side, into ir-'ex loops

and transfer index loops to little fingers.

Release index loops.

Caroline Extension uith radial thumb strings.

} . .1 ' >■

4 if -f '

k:.«- ■ ■ v' ' ,
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7. AIM OUTRIGGER CANOE Neu Caledonia

1. Opening A.

2. Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and

return with ulnar index strings.

3. Nauaho thumbs.

4. Release little fingers and extend.

3 7 c ->.v s ,
:(

a,
Compton 1919:210.
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8. THE SUN Lifu

Synonyms: The Star of Xode' (a point of land on Lifu over uhich
the star is seen), Uuea: ,

'' 8-to ^eQa 'Ur)Butterfly, Compton No.UII, flare^ ,l

T.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Opening A.

Insert four fingers of each hand, from distal side, into

thumb loops; throw radial thumb strings over backs of

hands, then bring thumbs towards you distal to radial

dorsal strings, thus making wrist loops.

Rotate thumbs proximal to wrist loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return to position

with ulnar little finger strings.

Release little fingers.

Transfer index loops to little fingers.

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings.

Caroline Extension and release little fingers and thumbs.

ifi

\

8. Lay figure down.

9. Insert little fingers and thumbs, away from you, into

near loop, then insert thumbs only, from below, into

far loop and pick up figure.

10, Caroline Extension.

Butterfly, Compton No.UII, flare"^

iT S

DHINO'S HOLE

(Ohino was a devil and his hole was in a rock)

1. 1-6 of 'The Sun*.

2. Caroline Extension,

s.

Pot a o'y

0  h^taO^^out' t~k&- •Ur fl see h- oc^io-K



.  A CHILD ̂  Neu Caledonia
(nouau)

1. Opening A.

2. Release thumbs.

3. Pass thumbs proximal to all strings, take up on their

backs both little finger strings and return.

4. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into index loops.

Nauaho thumbs with tuo proximal radial strings and

release indices.

5. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings,

keeping them distal.

6. Caroline Extension uith proximal £adial thumb strings.

7. A second player inserts a hand into either of the tuo

diamonds, the first player then releases his hand on

that side and pulls his other hand auay, thus releasing

strings from the second palyer's hand.

6

Compton 1919:211.
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10. A fJM&fire 0\f^X)

(uete) Lifu

I  '. .1 ■

•- ' f
■  . \ V' . ■
-. .' V • ■ ,

■ f
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V'. .
: <1V

>v

i' ' '

' ' V-

<  :.vu

I a:

1. Opening A.

2. Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with radial

little finger strings.

3. Insert indices, from proximal side, into thumb loops,

pick up proximal ulnar thumb strings and release thumbs.
Hi,

4. Pass thumbs, from distal side, tjxHrough proximal index loops;
insert into little finger loops from proximal side, return

uith radial little finger strinod and release little

fingers.

5. Insert little fingers, from distal side, into dis"j^al index

loops, pick up distal radial index strings and release

distal index loops, transferring them to little fingers.

6. Repeat

7. Caroline Extension.

r'-
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^□mpton No.—\Hiir

11. THi, Rock of Uaondeli

'  o ' _ bke. $4.».e Oxa-Ke. O- JUe.(-e-LiLo>. f*
1

fe
Opening A

ton

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

iee. 7_.y S-c^x> ra-^
.

Pass indices distal to little finger loops, hook up both

little finger strings, then insert indices, from distal ♦
.  Iside into thumb loops, return to position^ ir^ulnar

direction j, with ulnar thumb stringsjand release thumbs

Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger

loops, return to position uiith radial little finger

strings by completing the circle towards ypu.

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into double index

loops, j^release little fingers, -

Insert little fingers, towards you, into figure , through

index loops, then take back double ulnsr index strings

and release indices,

Caroline Extension.

„  . :-'s .

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings.

4-'Caroline Extension .

!  ■ x.jr'
■ ' ■>.- f, ■ ..

■\ V"
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/^JJo

/a,. -^R^f

(^UOjl^EnA DEN / Ux/ea

1. Opening A.

2. Release thumbs.

3. With mouth, from distal side, take hold of ulnar little

finger string; insert right index, from above, into

mouth loop and return to right with left mouth string;

pass left index to right belou mouth loop and return to

left with right mouth string; release string from mouth,

4. Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with radial

little finger strings.

5. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into distal index loops

and Navaho thumbs.

6. Release index fingers from distal loops and transfer thumb

loops to index fingers, keeping them distal.

7. Repeat 4 and 5.

8. Pass middle fingers distal to distal ulnar index strings,

insert into proximal index loops from distal side and

pick up proximal radial index strings.

9. Release little fingers and turn palms auay with fingers

spread out.

COk S .

.I,.,

'tit" '

1  I y

i:..-
©
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13. THE TWO SMALL STONES

( Kic Kijin Lin)

'  ̂ , V

- ,

Synonym; A Star, Compton No. IX/
V. .' . . ' 'Sv. ■

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

►ft '•

7.

8.

Opening &,

Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from prexi^^side and return uith radial
little finger strings.

Insert indices, from proximal side, into proximal thumb
loops and return uith proximal ulnar thumb strings;-..!^
release thumbs.

Pass thumbs, from distal side, through^ndex loops, insert
into little finger loops from proximal side and return
through index loops uith radial little finger strings;
release little fingers.

Pass little fingers, from distal side, through distal
index loops, then passing proximal to proximal index
loops insert them^into thumb loops from proximal side,
return through distal index loops uith ulnar thumb strings
and release thumbs.

Uith thumbs press doun proximal radial index strings,
then uith middle fingers push distal ulnar index strings
through proximal index loops from proximal side and hook
them up on back of thumbs; release distal loops from
indices.

Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little
finger loops from proximal side and return uith radial
little finger strings.

Caroline Extension.

5
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.  JT'.-.vi.t \ • i «. .••»•

Opening A.

LUEPANG'S FENCE Uvea

(Hak hagi Lufipang)

t  •

Crwcc^ -^v\ xiM^ax dt^eeXton
a.'i'tL

Tuist all loops by rotating indices^little fingers/and
, , , . nr-^cLial ,. 4. • ^
thumbs once in ulnar direction.

3. Transfer thumb loops to indices.

4, Pass thumbs, from distal aide, through proximal index

loops, insert into little finger loops from proximal

side^«|Wi return uith radial little finger stringsy^MTc/
5. Transfer distal index loops to thumbs, keeping them distal.

6. Pass the four fingers of each hand distal to index and

thumb loops and insert them, from distal side, into

proximal thumb loops; pick up on their backs proximal

raHial thumb strings and release p>rc5)t.\'rYveSi ' -fcrox-im-aiD

7. Repeat 5 and 6.

8. Repeat 5.

9. Tuist thumb loops once in radial direction.

10. Uith middle finger of right hand push radial index string,

from distal side, through thumb loops and hold between

teeth; push ulnar index string distal to thumb loops

and also hold between teeth; release index finger.

11. Transfer thumb loop to little finger and mouth loop to thumb.

12. Repeat 10 an 11 with left hand.

13. Caroline Extension, indices picking up radial little finger

strings after they have passed through loop.

'it

."v? ■-IF'";./ '--A'

,  , ■f4J' .. ■ i,-



Uvea

Synonym: Uete ̂  -fr-om Xute«> Lifu

1. Navaho Opening.

2. Pass little fingers distal to index loops and insert into

thumb loops from proximal side, return uith ulna^' thumb

strings.

3. Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger

triangles, hook up both index strings on their tips and

extend as in Caroline Extension.

4. Gently release thumbs, then pass them distal to released

strings,^insert into figure and pick up uith backs of

thumbs ulnar index strings uhich run to base of figure.

5. Release index fingers from all strings and extend hands.

6. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return uith radial little finger strings.

7. Caroline Extension.

N.

•  'i r.

^ Cvw'S (S)



Id, LIGHT||!NING ̂  Neu Caledonia

1. nurray Opening.

2. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal

index loops and return with proximal ulnar index

strings; then pass thumbs, from distal side,

through distal index loops and return uith distal

ulnar index strings,

3. Uith middle fingers, from distal side, hook back

distal radial index strings; then pick up, from

proximal side, proximal radial index strings.

4. Pass ring fingers, from distal side, through middle

finger loops and return uith distal radial index

strings.

5. Pass little fingers, from distal side, through ring

finger loops and return uith ulnar middle finger

strings.

5. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little

finger loops and lift up sharply radial little

finger strings, allouing thumb loops to fall over

top of figure.

5" O). s

6
Compton 1919:232.



n
n  FAO'S FENCE Uvea

(Hak Fao)

Also knoun under this name at Hare, where Fan was the first
mission teacher

*' \

Synonym: Barriere, Lifu

1. Insert index, middle and third fingers of both hands into

loop so that there is a dorsal string passing between

third and little fingers, thumbs and indices,

2. Uith palms facing down, insert right hand from distal side

under left dorsal string; return to right, making a wrist

loop, and at the same time lift left hand up through loop

to form loops on little finger and thumb. Repeat with

left hand.

3. Uith right hand thumb and index hold left ulnar thumb string

and radial little finger string, and remove left thumb and

little finger. Rotate left hand once in ulnar direction,

then replace thumb and little finger loops. Repeat with

other hand.

4. Uith right hand lift left radial thumb string over back of

left hand and drop; then lift ulnar little finger string

also over back of hand. Repeat with other hand.

5. Uith right hand, from palmar side, twist string lying at

base of left thumb once round thumb; likewise twist string

lying at base of little finger round that finger. Repeat

with other hand.

6. Transfer wrist loops to Position 1 on each hand.

7. Insert all fingers and thumbs down into figure between

radial little finger strings and ulnar thumb strings

allowing dorsal strings to fall off backs of hands.

Extend with fingers pointing away from you and hands

back to back.

S~ CK 5



'7
IB. A BIRD'S NEST Neu Caledonia

(rQj&iap)

1, Opening A,
^  y • once

2, Rotate right hand /^clockuise, wrapping strings round

wrist; with left thumb and index remove right index

loop and hold in position, then rotate right hand

anti-clockwise, proximal to index strings, and bring

back to position; replace index loop.

3, Repeat 2 with other hand.

4, Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with

radial little finger strings.

5, Caroline Extension with proximal radial thumb strings,

6, Release distal radial index strings and distal radial

thumb strings.

7, Repeat 2, 3, 4 and 5.

B, Repeat 6^^and pull hands apart,

1
Compton 1919:226.
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19. BIRDS
\

TUG

(Li neno)
Uuea

Synonym:
\

Hihyen o meno; ua kunyj o meno

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Opening A with a very long string.
Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and
return uith ulnar index strings.

Insert index fingers, from proximal side, into thumb
loops, return uith ulnar thumb strings and keep them
distal.

Pass middle fingers distal to distal ulnar index strings,
then proximal to proximal radial strings and return uith
proximal radial strings on backs of middle fingers.

Release thumbs.

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into distal index
loops, pass them distal to both ulnar index strings,
proximal to ulnar middle finger strings and insert into
little finger loops from proximal side; return uith
radial little finger strings and release little and
middle fingers.

Bring little fingers touards you betueen distal and
proximal index loops, insert into thumb loops from
proximal side and return uith ulnar thumb strings.

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into distal index
loops and Navaho thumbs; release distal index loops.

Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little
finger loops from proximal side and return uith radial
little finger strings.

Caroline Extension uith proximal radial thumb strings.

■!'

"I

H

(/Qa)



- 2 -

11. Release proximal radial thumb strings from index fingers,

then release radial little finger strings from thumbs.

12. Repeat 2 to 10.

This represents birds' eggs,

13. Repeat '11.

14. Repeat 2 to ID again.

This represents a flock of birds. Uith a v/ery long string

this can be repeated a number of times.



ao, ^

/.O.CDEN KONYING)
j4=iaiPQ=^a=teh=)=^ , l^-j^

Synonym; The Sugar Cane, Compton No.XIUy'

1, Opening A.

2, Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with ulnar

little finger strings by rotating thumbs in ulnar

direction, back to position; release little fingers.

3, Insert middle, ring and little fingers, from proximal

side, into index loops and hold down radial index

strings against palms; insert indices, from distal

side, into thumb loops, pick up ulnar thumb strings on

their backs and release little fingers.

This is Water Taro

^ Civwvt> ^

4» Insert little fingers, from proximal side, into central

diamond, bend them touards you over tuo strings, then

pick up on their backs the radial thumb strings uhich

form base of figure and release thumbs.

^This is a Sugar Cane Fiel^

5. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into index loops which

have radial strings running straight' across figure,

return.with this string and'release indices; pull tight.

/This^'^^Tuo Poule Sultane cs^4P^e«L

6. Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger

loops, hook up radial little finger strings and release

l^umbs; two loops jump free, ____
"P» . fc.T-cup ('§ ia^ixL ct-ncL bik-vc^s cxre caxj-c^h-C -

S"-^ C/vv\^ -

In Uvea movement 6 is different: Caroline Extension and

release indices.

rao,
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^  ̂Ir KETIOUANE
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1.

2.

3.

■ r.^w..- f—

..«►.. i if.,

Opening A.

Transfer little finger loops to thumbs.

Pass little fingers distal to index loops, insert into

distal thumb loops from distal side, then into prox

imal loop from proximal side and pick up proximal

ulnar thumb strings.

Right Hand

4. Hold distal radial thumb string in mouth, release

A
;

V:V

thumb from all strings, then insert^into mouth loop
from proximal side and release string from mouth.

Left Hand

5. Repeat 4.

6. Repeat 2, 3, 4 and 5.

7.

8.

Transfer thumb loops to little fingers.

Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into distal

little finger loops from distal side, then into prox

imal loop from proximal side and pick up proximal

radial little finger strings.

Right Hand

9. Hold distal ulnar little finger string in mouth, release

little finger, from all strings, then insert^into mouth
loop from distal side and release string from mouth.

Left Hand

10.

11.

12.

13.

Repeat 9.

Repeat 7,8,9 and 10.

Pass thumbs distal to index loops and insert into little

finger loops from proximal side, return with radial

little finger strings.

Caroline Extension with proxinal radial thumb strings.

<£>
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14, Release distal index loops, then release radial little
finger strings from thumbs,

15, Put tips of indices together and exchange index loops,

16, Repeat 12 and 13,

5"

17, Repeat 14,

18, Release index loops,

19, Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings,

20, Drau hands apart,

21, Caroline Extension with radial thumb strings,

S" C7>ue

to



CRAYFISH Neu Caledonia

(Langouste)

1. Opening A,

2. Exchange index loops, right through left so that they

are looped,

3. Uith right hand only repeat twice 2, 3 and 4 of

Ketiouane, No.18; then also repeat twice 7, 8 and 9.

4. Uith both hands repeat 12 and 13 of Ketiouane.

5" c/vvua>
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a.3. NO NAI*1E Uvea

1.

2.

3.

Opening A.

Pick up uith teeth, from distal side, ulnar little
finger string. -HA-cn Cotur "

Exchange index loops, right through leftyj^cd. release
string from mouth.

♦ ' Jt/ '' .i'a" .

•*.' . .»,> . f.
•  ̂ ■

.  , >,v ' ' ' t • '

C/vVt^
. 1

.M ' .^-VA ■' K '< '

This figure represents an old man squatting to defecate.
People laugh at him so he pretends that he is only catching
grasshoppers. Uork hands apart, the locked loops represent
grasshoppers.
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TH-f

24-. SARDINES larX

ft Opening A.

2» Release thumbs.

3. Pass thumbs proximal to all stringsf return with both

little finger strings and ulnar index stringsjand release
index fingers, then rotate thumbs once in ulnar

4. Insert l^humbs, from proximal side, into little finger
idiops and return uiith radial little finger strings.

5. Caroline Extension.

^ Cywv^

6. Release thumbs.

7. Pass thumbs proximal to all strings, return^uith both

little finger strings, then insert into index loops

from proximal side,(release index fingers*

(^^otate thumbs once in ulnar direction/

6. Repeat 4 and 5.

5"

9. Repeat 6,7 and 8 as many times as desired.
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ZS-. THE SARDINES

(Oue)
f- Uvea

. > f

Comptoi^ No.XU

1. Using a ve

2.

3.

4.

5.

ry long string take about 6 inches of it and

make a small hanging loop; insert thumbs, auay from

you into small loop, draw hands a little apart and
Lcky^^

insert little fingers, from proximal side, into

op and extend hands.

Caroline Extension.

Release thumbs.

Pass thumbs proximal to all strings, return with both

little finger strings, then insert into index loops

from proximal side, rotate thumbs once in ulnar

direction and release index fingers.

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings.

6.

7.

Caroline Extension.

Aj, 4, 5 and 6 until string is used up.
1.0.1.(1-v D-h.

Release index fingers^ ^/tanging loops represent tuo
large fish which eat up all the sardines (work hands

apart) and when the fisherman comes to catch tham
all are gone.

\,
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A' \ -̂ V ,
' ̂ I ri
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1 .

2.

3-6- OKUBASE Uuea

(Piece of wood for knocking doun coconuts)

flurray Opening,

Insert thumbs, from^distal side, into proximal index

loops and return uith proximal ulnar index strings;

insert thumbs, from distal side, into distal index

loops and return uith distal ulnar index strings.

3, Uith little fingers, from distal side, hook back' distal

4,

X.1 «

5.

6.

<a..,

anc»^

radial index stringsy pick up from proximal side

proximal radial index stringsi#-af^^—return to position.

Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger

triangles, pick up distal radial index strings (uhich

cross little finger strings) and release thumbs.

A

^(1/^6

OPHLEHLE

(Moving in a hol,e) „ »
S-us'S- outer

Insert thumbs into figur^ bring back/(double strings
of^'U'; release indices from all strings and extend hands.

Caroline Extension,

'1
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27. SnOKE AND FIRE Neu Caledonia

1. Murray Opening.

2. Insert little fingers, from proximal side, into both index

loops and return to position.

3. Pass thumbs distal to proximal radial index strings, then

insert behind proximal palmar strings from proximal side

and return with proximal palmar strings; pass thumbs distal

to distal radial index strings, then insert behind distal

palmar strings and return uith distal palmar strings.

4. Bring middle fingers towards you distal to distal radial

index strings, proximal to proximal radial index strings,

between radial and ulnar thumb strings, and with backs of

middle fingers pick up proximal radial index strings.

5. Gently release thumbs, then insert them into dropped loops

from distal side and pick up distal radial index string^

where it crosses middle fingers^from proximal side.

6. Release little fingers.

This represents fire.

7. Bend thumbs over double strings crossing their base and pull

them down.

This represents smoke.

8. Blow on this figure, then insert thumbs into middle finger

triangles from proximal side and jerk distal radial index

strings towards you. This represents fire again.

Repeat 7 and 8 as many times as desired.

U8)
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Compton has this figure and also the follouing variation,

both being nameless;^

-C-0JiiP-t-0.D_Mru .X T T ft l\l e ur-&a led

1, Murray Opening,

2, Repeat 2 above,

3, Pass thumbs distal to proximal radial index strings, then

insert behind palmar strings from proximal side and return

with both palmar strings.

4, Bring middle fingers towards you distal to distal index

strings, proximal to proximal index strings, between

radial and ulnar thumb strings, and pick up proximal

radial index strings,

5, Repeat 5 above,

6^ cwWJ .

6, Release little fingers, A double loop comes free and

swings loosely.

8 CDvnplon ZZ1

' ' . f ; 1
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FLYING FOX Uvea

Synonym: Guleoule and the Bird-lime, Compton No.XUII

1. Insert thumbs into loop so that radial string is about

six centimetres long, the rest of the loop hanging

loosely down,

2. Bring right little finger towards you distal to radial

thumb string, then hook this string back; bring left

little finger towards you distal to right radial little

finger string, insert into right thumb loop from proximal

side and extend hands.

3. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger loops

and return with radial little finger strings.

4. Caroline Extension,

Tjfcts t i e t-s

a. Flying fox, Uv/ea.

b. Kitikiti goes up into a tree and cries, flar^.
c. A Trap, Lifu.

d. Bird-lime, Comptonj LJ^^

5. Navaho thumbs with hanging string.

6. Put tips of thumbs and indices together and transfer index

loops to thumbs.

7. Caroline Extension.

S" Cw'—^

a. Flying fox with two children, Uvea.

b. Kitekite sees men at the top of the tree and he beats
them, nare.

c. Flying fox, Lifu.

d. Someone comes to Guleoule and says 'put it on top';
the 'bird-lime' is now on top of a triangular figure
which represents a tree, Compton,

(3ol
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8, Nauaho thumbs uith proximal radial strings,

9, Release little fingers and uork hands until figure appears.

e.^ e->^

a. Flying foxes, Uuea.

b. The men Kitekite has beaten, flare,

c. Children, Lifu.

d. Four large pigeons uhich Ouleoule caught, Compton^

'  ' 'k

r.'fi •

'r*' '''

©



h FRIGATE BIRD Iftsfse^ Lifu
(y/ ̂(r eS^

fi ̂ d -V ̂  F(3 >C-
1. 1 to 8 of

2. Put tips of thumbs and indices together and transfer index

loops to thumbs.

3. Caroline Extension,^rotate right hand one complete turn

clockuise,

h' ■ .

'  " ' (3^'



A CHIEF'S HOUSE

1, Opening A, uith a long string.

2, Tuist index and little finger loops once in ulnar

direction, tuist thumb Ipops once in radial direction,

3. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through index loops;

insert into little finger loops from proximal side

and return uith radial little finger strings.

4. Exchange index loops, right through left, 6 to 8

times and replace on indices. Extend hands uith

uidely spread fingers.
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3fe. FISH SPEAR AND FISH'S EYE^ Uv/ea

1. Doubled string in Position 1.

2. Insert right index, from distal side, behind left palmar

strings and pull to right, twisting twice clockwise,

3. Insert left index, from distal side, through right index

loops and pick up palmar strings from proximal side.

4. Release right hand little finger and thumb.

5. Gently release right index, then with right thumb and

index take off left index loop and pull to right until

the 'fish's eye' is formed.

Compton also saw a New Caledonian woman construct the Torres

Strait figure 'Throwing the Fish-Spear' (Haddon 1912:8)
but notes that his performer only 'threw' the spear once,

i.e. she did not do Haddon's final movement. - Compton

1919:235.
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f.1, Opening A. '-1

'»
21 Rotate index fingers in ulnar direction, insert into ' '

little finger loops from distal side and complete
the circle, carrying with them radial little finger
strings; release little fingers.

3. Insert little fingers, from distal side, into index
loops and hold ulnar index strings doun on palms.

4. Gently release thumbs, then insert them into hanging
loop auay from you^/ and pick up with backs of thumbs
radial index'strings which form lower outer strings
of diamonds. , -

5. By stretching index fingers and thumbs apart a "hole"
is formed.
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'V \, ' 3?. THE nOON ' . p ,

4

' » '• 1, Insert thumbs into loop so that radial thumb string is

,  about 6 inches long; bring indices towards you proximal

to radial thumb string, then return to position with

this string. . .

2. Insert right thumb, from proximal side, into left thumb
*■ / '

loop, then pass left thumb distal to left radial index

string and proximal to right radial index string and

.4 >:

extend hands, • "

3. Take between radial thumb
vunS

string which ^uubuu/from hand to hand, then release

that string only from thumbs,

4, Pass little fingers, from distal side, through index loops,

insert into thumb loops from proximal side and return

to position with ulnar thumb strings and radial index

strings,

5, Insert indices, from distal side, into figure and pick

up towards you ulnar index strings which run across ,

middle of figure. ' '0
11

6, Release string from teeth.

. ' , "/ '! I* . '
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"  if; ' V . ̂ Afte-'PtANT? Weteti^ • ■ V " ■ •

(SiLt^lrtn;^ coloirre^ SWcxvv^|3 t(rw^
A

*^71
.7ifc'''-

1. Opening A.

2. Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from distal side and return uith ulnar

little finger strings.

3. Insert indices, from proximal side, into thumb loops, return

uith ulnar thumb strings and release thumbs.

4. Pass thumbs proximal to index loops insert into

little finger loops from proximal side and return uith

radial little finger strings.

5. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into distal index

loops; Nav/aho thumbs and release distal loops from

indices.

6. Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return uith radial

little finger strings.

7. Caroline Extension uith proximal radial thumb strings.

"tr . ̂

./A 't ^ , •

•y- •

^ V

> .a' .

This is the Taro leaf ̂ ■*y<u=\^]. }

S' <Sr^\Ajt>

8. Release distal index strings and distal Eadi«4 thumb
I  I l^iO •

9. Exchange little finger loops, right through left,

to* Repeat 6 and 7.

^^^^his is the Taro^
-/

.-v jx . S~ CrnjQ"V AA
-—

11, Repeat 8*

12. Release little fingers.

13 Pass little fingers distal to index loops and insert into

thumb loops from proximal side, return uith ulnar thumb strings

14. Uith right index hook up right ulnar little finger -

string from ulnar side; uith left index hook up

towards you left radial index string after it has

passed under palmar string. This results in a

three sided figure; -aaja 1' .
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1. Opening A.

IT ** /

2, Transfer index loops to urists,

''"v Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger
loops and return uith radial little finger strings.

4. Insert little fingers, from proximal side, into thumb

loops and return uith ulnar thumb strings.

5. Uith right hand thumb and index take hold of left hand

palmar strings and release left hand thumb and little

finger; transfer wrist loop to index and replace

palmar strings. Repeat uith other hand.

,
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This represents "PatlTs among rocks for little crabs".
\

yExtend by turning palms auay from you.

/

'  /
.  f 4-^

f
' - I

6. Return to position and complete Opening A uith double
palmar strings.

7. Navaho indices uith single proximal radial index strings.

This represents -^ole for crabs*.

8. ''Insert indices, from distal side, into their oun loops

beyond the single string which crosses each loop, hook

back these strings, then release indices/'Jjutxjj Aet-ujs
This represents "Crabs running off into holes"T^
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5(^. VIASO WI SARU New Caledonia

Synonym: Obo me Anyii (Crab and Octopus), Uuea

1. Opening A.

2. Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger

loops and return with ulnar little finger strings,

then insert into thumb loops, also from distal side,

pick up radial thumb strings and release thumbs.

3. Rotate indices in ulnar direction, carrying with them

radial little finger strings, and complete the circle.

4. Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and

transfer these loops to thumbs.

5. Pass indices distal to ulnar little finger strings, hook

them up in crook of indices and, keeping indices pointing

down, insert them into thumb loops from distal side;

turn auay and up and release thumbs.

6. Rotate indices in ulnar direction, through little finger

loops from distal side, and complete the circle.

7. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into double index

loops, spread thumbs and indices uide apart and release

little fingers.

8. Insert little fingers, from proximal side, into central

of figure, bend little fingers over their respective

strings, pull doun to palms and release indices.

At Uvea this is 'The Crab'.

9. Put thumbs together and hold in mouth, then straighten

little fingers (towards you and up). Insert thumbs,

from proximal side, into little finger loops, hold radial

little finger string between thumbs and indices, then

release little fingers and insert all fingers towards

you into loop; release strings from mouth.

The figure is made to move to and fro on the top string.



eiQ-

1, Murray Opening.

Pcx5j ^voujk
2. Insort thumbs, from distal side,-:^^a proximal index loops

-n

and return with proximal ulnar index strings;
iiiA.OOqk.

thumbs, from distal side, -tfrlw distal index loops and

return uith distal ulnar index strings.

3. With little fingers, from distal side, hook back distal

radial index strings, then pick up from proximal side

proximal radial index strings and return to position.

4. Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger

triangles, pick up distal radial index strings (which

cross little finger strings) and release thumbs.

5, Insert thumbs into figure and bring back double strings,

of *1]"; release indices'^i^ all strings and extend hands.

6. Caroline Extension and release thumbs.

7. Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side,-than rotate in ulnar

direction back to position carrying with them ulnar little

finger strings.

8. Transfer index loops to wrists.

9. Uith right hand thumb and index take hold of left radial

little finger string, ulnar thumb string and palmar string;

lift off little finger and thumb loops, transfer urist

loop to index finger and replace little finger and

thumb loops. Repeat uith other hand.

10. Transfer index loops to urists.

11. Uith right index^nd thumb take hold of left radial little
string and ulnar thumb string and release left hand;

transfer held strings to left thumb and index, then

repeat above movements uith right hand loops.

12. Left thumb and index nou hold four loops; turn hand so

©



Porker cont'd

that

13.

14.

fingers point towards you, then insert right little finger

away and thumb towards you into far and near loops respect

ively; transfer held strings to left hand and repeat above

movements with left little finger and thumb.

Extend hands, pulling.figure taut.

Hold right hand ulnar thumb string and radial little

finger string in mouth and release right hand; insert

fingers of right hand towards you into both hanging loops

and release strings from mouth.

By gently pulling on top and bottom strings alternately

the "pig" moves to and fro.
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m TUO ORPHAN 8QYS Ca&e4^o-
5-h6 s l- YV 1

j. Cbrfi|i.i^oj=»—No'u'f'^ Tuo Men^ Cs>N^trw "jO»-L

1, Double loop in Position 1 on left hand,

2, Insert right hand, from proximal side, into loop, pull

left palmer string doun and to right, through its oun

urist loop, until taught, and keeping taught take over
ov&v

to left and drop/oack of left hand, one pair of strings

falling between ring and little finger and the other

between thumb and index,

3, Insert right index, from distal side, into little finger

loops and draw out a short distance; then insert, from

proximal side, into thumb loops and again pull strings

"  taught. Insert remaining fingers into loop.

To work figure pull bottom and top strings alternately, making

.V " ■/ two loops disappear and reappear between thumb and index and
ring and little fingers.

S~

Two orphan boys go into a garden to steal food (two loops
are on palm); they hear the owner shouting, 'who is stealing
in my garden?', so they run away (pull loops to back of hand).
Then they discover that they have left their adze behind so
they go back, and after several attempts are able to find
it and get away safely.
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4^. NO NAME

1, Double loop in Position 1 on left hand.

2, Insert right hand, from proximal side, into loops, pull

left palmer stringSdoun and to right, through its oun

loop until taught, then drop and again insert right hand

into loop from proximal side.

3, Insert right index, from distal side, into left little
finger loop and hook up radial little finger strings;

then insert, from proximal side, into thumb loop, hook

up ulnar thumb strings and draw right hand back through
its oun urist loops again. Insert remaining fingers

into loop and uork by pulling on top and bottom strings

alternately.

i"" (rrrJ3

The story goes as follous (uith top strings tau^f^^^; a grand
mother sends her grandson, a little scamp, to fetch fireuood;
he doesn't uant to so he stays auay a long time and uhen he

returns he finds his grandmother cold and apparently dead.
He calls and calls but there is no answer, so he finally makes

a fire and she revives.
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1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

7,

Opening A, uith a long string.
Transfer■index loops to urists.
Insert thumbs from proximal side into little finger loops,
Insert little fingers from proximal side into thumb loops.
Opening A. - •

Release urist loops and work hands apart.
Transfer loops of right hand to corresponding f.ingers of
left hand.

Uith right hand remove index loops from left hand and
h^ld as a handle, release left thumb and little finger.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.

9.

10.

4r-. HADU HADONE BABU Uvea

(The figure uhich can be done with one arm)

Put a loop, about 84 centimetres long, over your head.

Insert right tbumb and little finger into loop from belou

so that string lies in Position 1.

Uith mouth take hold of palmar string and pull taut.

Insert thumb, from proximal side, into little finger loop

and return uith radial little finger string.

Insert index, from proximal side, into thumb loop and

release thumb from all strings.

Pass thumbs proximal to all strings, then insert into

little finger loop from ulnar and distal side and release

little finger.

Transfer index loop to little finger.

Repeat 4,5,6 and 7 twice.

Insert thumb, from proximal side, into little finger loop

and return uith radial little finger string.

Caroline Extension.and release string from mouth.

eeui . 5"

11. Insert left hand, from proximal side, into central diamond,
a>.J tr^e.

release right hand and pull left hand downwards*^ hand

comes free.

if(R?
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4^. THR COURSE OF THE SUn''° Lifu

Synonym: Tuo uomen banging their skirts to uash them, Uuea.

1. Tuist loop once round a big toe, then put loop over head.

2. Insert hands, from proximal side, into loop, turn them

outwards over strings, downwards, towards you and up

again into loop, thus twisting each hand round its

respective string,

3. Insert index fingers, from above, into toe loop, pull

towards you through wrist loops, which slip off,

4. Remove loop from head,

5. Reverse position of hands by inserting thumbs, from below,

into loops and releasing index fingers, then inserting

all fingers into thumb loops from below allow loops to

slip over wrists,

5, Insert thumbs, from above, into triangles and pick up

loose string running across figure; insert little fingers,

from below, into spaces between strings running to toe

and hook up outside strings,

7, Remove string from toe,

8, Remove wrist loops and extend hands,
f S-o ^ t- s.ioU- /

9, Insert thumbs, from J into little finger loops and
.  • A.l_ i •

return with strings,

10, Caroline Extension, then turn palms outwards, bring right

hand up to the left and left hand down until palm faces

you and figure appears,

Uhether or not the loop is put over the head appears to be

optional.

10 This figure is made from a variety of openings and by many

different methods throughout the Oceanic region; the only

one identical in technique being the Yap 'Turtle' (Oayne

1906:265-71), but even here a second player's finger is

used instead of the big toe, Compton has a similar figure

as far as movement 3; but the loop is not put over the head

and the hands are inserted into loop from distal side -

Compton 1919:213,
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/yi- . YEPPEH Lifu

1, Make Okubase and Ophlehle^ • ».<*'

2, Release radial index strings from thumbs,

3, Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and

transfer index loops to thumbs.

4, Caroline Extension,

5, Repeat 2, 3 and 4, ■1-
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A second player inserts a hand into and out of^tuo
central diamonds; first player releases right hand

a,'>'d
and pulls strings to left -la fish is caught,
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MO KJ-frAlS^
-MAFLEli-P^ ( for tuo players) Neu Caledonia

5" Ca/^

S" C'V\-i<L.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Opening A.

Release thumbs.

Pass right index distal to all strings, then

hook up ulnar little finger string from ulnar side;

insert left index, from proximal, side, into distal
ftpaT/r

right,index loop^ drau hands .
loops on both index fingers.

thus making distal

Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return uith radial

little finger strings.

Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into distal index

loops and Nauaho thumbs; release distal index loops.

Release little fingers and extend hands

A second player inserts thumb and index of each hand

from distal side, and close to central figure, into

corresponding loops of figure on first player's hands;

then turns thumbs and fingers up into central space,

lifting figure off first player's hands.

First player then takes figure off second player's

hands by the sWHie method, thus reproducing the first

design. This process is repeated again and again.

A

8]
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(a) UAEN Uvea
(periuinkle shells)

Synonym: Goot (the bracelets),CQmptGn, No.IU. Neu Caledonia.

A series for tuo players, A and B.

1. A holds string betueen thumbs and indices, hands being
about six inches apart, makes a small upr^ht

loop and thumbs, also auay, into large loop, and
extends hands^ |<5»Xw\3 c '

2. With fingers pointing dounuards lays figure doun and
releases hands; inserts both hands, towards himself,
into near loop and picks up near string*, then with
little fingers hooks up towards himself farthest
string and extends hands.

3. Transfers wrist loops to thumbs.

4. Inserts thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger
loops and returns with radial little finger strings.

5. Caroline Extension. Holds figure horizontal.

(b) OKUBASE

6. B inserts little fingers, from above, into triangles
a,a (-^fig.l) and brings them up through diamonds
b,b; then inserts thumbs into diamonds b,b and
brings thm up iti triangles c,c.

7. R^ieleases his hands.
8. B inserts thumbs, from proximal side, into little

finger loops and returns with radial little finger



.1.^^

9.

10.

11

12.

strings. Caroline Extension, l^eeps hands upright.
b  , ^ -

7'%:

OPHLEHLE

A inserts little fingers at a,a (fig.2) and brings them
out at b,b, thus holding betueen ring and little fingers

upper horizontal string and radial thumb strings, then
inserts thumbs at a,a and brings tham out at c,c. B

n releases his hands.

Caroline Extension. Holds figure horizontal.

(d) XACA

B inserts four fingers of each hand, from belou,

at a,a (fig.3), and thumbs, also from belou, at b,b.
A releases his hands.

1

Caroline Extension,^eeps hands upright.
I

13.

14.

(e) BU flE NOKON

A inserts thumbs, index, middle and ring fingers at a,
and little fingers at b,b; with thumbs hooks up lower
horizontal string at e, and with little fingers hooks

up strings lying between ring and little fingerso B
^releases his hands.

A picks up radial little finger strings from proximal
side. Caroline Extension. Holds figure horizontal.



fiul,

Siry^

(f) BU XACA

B inserts little fingers, from above, at a,a, (fig.i^ani-
brings them up at b,b, then inserts thumbs at b,b,
and brings them up at c,c* A releases his hands#

16# InsBrtS|thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger
loops and returns uith radial little finger strings.
Caroline Extension. Keeps hands upright.

t" _ .

15.

(g) UA HNYENG

17. A inserts little fingers at a,a,^and brings them out
at b,b, thus holding betueen ring and little fingers
upper horizontal string and radial thumb strings,

^an inserts thumbs at a,a, and brings them out at c. B
releases his hands.

IB. Caroline Extension. Keeps hands upright.
b_

19.

(h)'^ Hnyeng
B inserts little fingers, towards himself, into
hanging loops at a,a, hooks up two strings of loops,
then raises hands until little.fingers are above
upper horizontal string^.which they hook up at b,br
allowing original hanging loops to slip off; then

X inserts thumbs at l,^e, and hooks up lower horizontal
string. A releases hands.

©



If,

20. Caroline Extension. This results in the original

four diamond figure.

The uhole series is repeated; B performing those

movements made by A in the first round and vice nersa,

The figures made are identical uith the exception of
/ i ̂ ^ .. \ \

Bu me Nokon uhich nou appears as two diamonds.
j C-wA/j jhis series for tuo players is knoun over a uide area in

flelanesia and Micronesia^but there are many variations in
"hx.

the nethod of construction and in the figures produced.



turtle''^ Uvea
(Un)

Synonym: Do Etu, Neu Caledonia.

For tuo people, using a long string.

1. Place loop over heads of both.

2. Each person, uith palms together and hands pointing

upwards, makes a graceful movement swinging them to

right, upwards, to left and into loop from diatal side;

then bringing them back to upright position, thus making

a twist in the loop; draw hands apart.

3. Uith both hands remove loop from head and exchange head

loops 5 times; then pull through wrist loops.

cA

The ^Turtle' can be arranged so that it has a large body

and a small tail. This can be done if, after exchanging

head loops in movement 3, a third person pulls out one of

the centre interlocked loops and holds it until the move

ment is completed by pulling through the wrist loops.

On New Caledonia the head loops were exchanged only twice,

resulting in the following figure:

In technique the opening movements of this figure are identical

with the Papua New Guinea Highlands 'Chaga' and the Coastal

»Turtle» - Noble 1979:18-19, 170; flaude and Uedgwood

1967:219-20. The final figure is widely known in Oceania

but arrived at in a variety of ways.



MUSIC Lifu

1. Opening A uith a long string, and louer hands to a horizontal

position.

2. A second player, using both hands, picks up radial thumb

string uith thumb, index and middle fingers and pulls it

ov/er ulnar thumb strings; then holding back radial string

uith middle fingers he picks up ulnar thumb strings and

f-releases middle fingers. This movement loops radial and

ulnar thumb strings. Continue by similarly picking up

radial and ulnar index strings and radial and ulnar little

finger strings.

3. Final loops are put over first person's big toe.

4. The figure is uorked up and doun.
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0 BAN Uvea

1. Tuist loop once round^big toe and hold other end in
left hand in Position 1,

2. With right hand index hook up dorsal toe string and
draw up a short distance,

3. Right index nou hooks up left radial thumb"string and
pulls it through, in a crochet mouement, and repeats
this until it reaches left hand,

4. Release right index and pull left hand to right, when
all comes undone.

1
tompton at movement 3 hooks up both strings of loop^and at
4  'someone then claps the hands, whereupon the player releases
the last "stitch" held by the right hand and pulls with his
left hand, which causes the whole chain to pull out'. The
trick represents some animal running away when startled by
a hand-clap, —
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LIZARD

(Theu)

1.^ doubled string in Position 1.
Insert four fingers of right hand, from distal side, behind

left palmar strings and pull to right, extending fully

with hand closed palm down; bring hand towards you and

up to position, allowing strings to slip off thumb,

Uith left thumb and index grasp right distal index strings;

then take hold also of ulnar little finger strings

proximal to ulnar dorsal strings; release right hand

allowing former ulnar little finger strings to become

the near loop of two hanging from left hand.

4.

5.

6.

Insert right little finger towards you into near loop o^Jl
hD '

I  pass thumb'^distal to little finger loops and insert

away from you into far loops. Release strings held by

left thumb and index.

Insert left index, from distal side, into little finger

loops and hook up radial little finger strings; insert

right index, from distal side, into thumb loops and pidk

up radial thumb strings.

Extend as for Caroline Extension, holding taut; release

left thumb and the 'lizard' jumps.

5"
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DANCE OF THE PEOPLE OF NEU CALEDONIA Neu Caledonia

(Lu Any^^ Hou Mak)

1. Murray Opening.

2. Transfer left proximal index loop to urist,

3. Insert middle, third and little fingers of each hand,

from proximal side, into index loops (one loop on

left index and tuo loops on right index),

4. Rotate left hand three times in ulnar direction, distal

to urist loop; and rotate uhole of right hand also

three times,

5. Turn hands towards you and hold palmar strings against

palms with four fingers of each hand,

5, Lift off left urist loop uith mouth,

7, Raise index fingers uith a quick movement: the loops

unwind.

(4-
.  , ^(b)

1, Repeat 1 to 4 above.

5, Close down the fingers of each hand over their palmar

strings, uith the exception of the left hand index,

which keep erect uith the string on its back at the

extreme tip. Raise the left hand ulnar index string

a little on the left hand thumb tip. Extend by

bringing right hand close to left shoulder, keeping

the figure taut,

6, The figure thus produced is displayed for an instant

only, then immediately unmade by letting go uith the

left hand thumb and rotating the hands twice in the

reverse direction. It is again made as before,

unmade, remade, etc,, as many times as one desires.

The idea is to dazzle the spectator by the rapidity of the

rotating movements and the suddenness uith which the complete

figure is presented to and removed from his sight.

I4-,
I ̂  I £j ' oL H. d

(g)
•  ■ V .



6-/,^ (a) A FLY Lifu
(Musi)

Synonym: Ite flok (snail licking), Uvea

•V
,-r

1. Doubled string on little fingers.

2. Pass thumbs proximal to little finger loops and return,

with all little finger strings.

3. Insert right thumb, from proximal side, under left palmar

strings and return, arranging strings so that they become

proximal radial thumb strings.

4. Pass left thumb distal to right ulnar thumb strings,

insert from proximal side under right palmar strings

and return to left.

5. Nauaho thumb loops separately, left hand first, and pull

knot tight by moving left hand strings to and fro.

S'

6. Clap hands, release thumbs and the 'fly' has gone.

(b) A FLy''^

1. Position 1.

2. With right hand index take up left palmar string as in

Opening A.

3. Pass left hand to right, distal to all strings, then

insert thumb from proximal side under right palmar

string and return.

4. Nauaho left thumb, release right thumb and extend®

Compton 1919:232.



] 6
UPROOTING FIANLANIA Lifu

(Fek Alou)

1. Hold left hand in a horizontal position, thumb pointing

upuards. Place loop ouer hand, including tip of thumb,
O/

so that there is a palmar and^^dorsal string.

2. Insert right index, from proximal side, under palmar

string; pass it between left thumb and index, distal

to dorsal string; then bending index over this string

hook it under the first joint and pull gently towards

you until there is a loop about two inches long passing

under the radial thumb string. Now turn index towards

you and up and, putting tips of indices together, allow

loop to slip on to left index. Pull dorsal string

tight,

3. Repeat 2 between each pair of fingers.

4. Release left thumb;(gently pull palmar string and all

loops come undone.

The figure on the left hand represents the maniania root, which

is very firmly fixed in the soil; the prolongation of the palmar

string is the aerial shoot. A big muscular man, named Ualelime,

catches hold of the shoot and tugs away, the onlookers say 'Fek

alou, fek alou. ....'. The root, however, resists all his

efforts to pull it out of the ground. Presently another man,

whose name is Ouleoule, comes along; he is small and feeble-

looking, his nose runs, he has a scalp disease, and his body is

covered with ulcers. He takes hold of the shoot (here the

thumb loop is released) and pulls, and to the astonishment of

the beholders the root comes up quite easily.

ih



PUTTING ON THE BASKET

(Feni Uatreng)

Lifu

1. Put loop of string ouer the head, uith strings hanging

doun in front,

2, Uith right hand grasp left hand string and tuist it

closely round the neck.

3, l*lake a small closed hanging loop uith a short piece of

the hanging string, turning right hand auay from you

and to the left; then enlarge it and, uith crossed

strings uppermost, put it ouer the head.

4. Pull doun middle hanging string (remainder of small

loop) and all strings come free.

'N

Y\o ^

The construction represents the putting of a basket over the

shoulders; uhile the pulling-out part of the trick shous the

basket falling to pieces.

IT7
Compton 1919:234.



NO NAME Lifu

1. Uith head bent put loop of string ouer the head

and big toe.

2. Uith right hand twist right hand string once round

toe.

3. Pass right hand to left distal to strings and with

index hook up left string and bring it to right

distal to right string,* then pass index proximal

to crossed strings and put tip of index on tip of

big toe.

4. Raise head and the string falls off the index and

^  toe.

Compton 1919:234

0
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1. Hold loop in closed hand. Pass right hand

auay from you through loop, then to right, down,
On^L

J

, A*.
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2.

touards you,^between your body and loop; then
insert into loop touards you and close to left hand,

Pull to right and hand is free.
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This trick i5« said to be used uhen it uas time to stop
playing uith string.
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GILBERT

ISLANDS
FIJI

NEW

ZEALAND
PUKAPUKA

SOCIETY

ISLANDS

TUAMOTU

ISLANDS

MAR

QUESAS

ISLANDS

HAWAII TOTAL

Te

Roata
Banuve

10

Te Nano

Ni Bai
Komore

Te

Matangi-

Yauleka^
Manua

Pata-

nuku

Tuna

Riro 13

Balawa

A

Mata-

mata

Karehu

3

3

Ba Ni

Mai
Imbi Takapau Na-Wawi^ Firi Rau

Ananau

Mageo-

geo
Kaukape 16

Neneuri

II

Iittbi

Nunga 6

Kawain

Te

Maniba

Kuki a

Tuatine

Te Pito

a Maui

Te

Mahai

Vero

7

Lalakai

Mata ni

Sinea

Tuare
Matau-

rere
Tuare 8

Te Tai-

kikil Kalupe 5

Kani

Beka

Sanga

Ndondoli 5

Kabae-

bae

Baara

9

Balawa

B 5

Te

Baene
Velovelo

Apoo

Mahai

An ana

Kumete Waa 10

Taningan

Te Kimoa

(a) only

Tambua Mouti
Tikoni-

konil
Moko

Puna
Mo'o

Moo-iki

B Noi
9



NEW

CALEDONIA
AUSTRALIA

TORRES

STRAIT

ISLANDS

P.N.G.

COASTAL

P.N.G.

INLAND

SOLOMON

ISLANDS
TIKOPIA

CAROLINE

ISLANDS
NAURU

Cater

pillar

Black

Fellow

Snake &

a Hiss
Zossoci Nambiri Thief

One

Chief
Ami

fto
Lamaden

Ironwood

Gum

Cement

Cutting
the Hand Hato

Kai

Poloki

Caroline

Islands

Catch

Shuttle

for Fish

ing Net

Rock of

Waondeli

Tinaber-

imasi
Daon

Tree

Leaves

Various

Names

Goma-

kian^
Beira &

Naba
Mother Nuvo Raukape Ten Men

The Ten

Men

The Two

Small

Stones

Stars

Tia

Koro-

koro

Te

Kaunga

Sikotara

Luepang's

Fence
Nue Amwangio

Taro

Patch
Wot^ Ratiaha

(a) only

Etegere

Me Etog-

erita

The

Sardines

Men

Coming to

a Fight

The

Path

(a)

Okubase Tup W

1

Flying

Fox

The

Seagull

Contin

uation

of a

Series^

Contin

uation

of a

Series

Umana Baru
Vae

Atua
Eruen

Fish

Spear

Emu

Foot

1
Baur Marada

The

Well

Ti

Meta

The

Marriage
Tarera Daho

Viaso Ni

Saru Piro

Pig Kangaroo Sangera Bosu
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£.3.bu

1-1 i 1 \

Bag Ma'a
'

^he

Cfburse of

"pie S\an
Turtle

•  >

L/aen
Boomerang

Series

The Bag
Series^

No Name

Series^

Manini

III

Series^

1 denotes unpublished MS

2 denotes variations



Wangga Na

Ni Viti Puraoa 4
(a) only (a) only

Na

Ubwebwe

Series'^

Wangga

Series^ 7
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NEW

CALEDONIA
AUSTRALIA

TORRES

STRAIT

ISLANDS

P.N.G.

COASTAL

P.N.G.

INLAND

SOLOMON

ISLANDS
TIKOPIA

CAROLINE

ISLANDS
NAURU

GILBERT

ISLANDS
FIJI

NEW

ZEALAND
PUKAPUKA

SOCIETY

ISLANDS

TUAMOTU

ISLANDS

MAR

QUESAS

ISLANDS

HAWAII TOTAL

Cater

pillar

Black

Fellow

Snake &

a Hiss
Zossoci Nambiri Thief

One

Chief
Ami

Te

Roata
Banuve

- 10

Ciod
Lemaden

Ironwood

Gum

Cement

Cutting

the Hand Hato

Kai

Poloki

Caroline

Islands

Catch

Te Nano

Ni Bai
Komore

Te

Matangi-

Yauleka^
Manua

Pata-

nuku

Tuna

Riro 13

Shuttle

for Fish

'

Balawa
Mata-

mata 3
ing Net A

Karehu

Rock of

Waondeli

Tinaber-

imasi
Daon

3

Tree

Leaves

Various

Names

Goma-

kian^
Beira &

Naba
Mother Nuvo Raukape Ten Men

The Ten

Men

Ba Ni

Mai
Imbi Takapau Na-Wawi^ Firi Rau

Ananau

Mageo-

geo
Kaukape 16

The Two

Small

Stones

Stars

Tia

Koro-

koro

Te

Kaunga

Sikotara

Neneuri

II

Imbi

Nunga
6

Luepang's

Fence
Nue T^wan^io

Kawain

Te

Maniba

Kuki a

Tuatine

Te Pito

a Maui

Te

Mahai

Vero

7

Taro

Patch
Wot^ Ratiaha

(a) only

Etege^
Me Etog~
erita

Lalakai

Mata ni

Sinea

Tuare
Matau-

rere
Tuare 8

The

Sardines

Men The

Coming to

a Fight
Path

(a)

Te Tai-

kiki^
Kalupe 5

Okubase Tup W
Kani

Beka
Sanga

Ndondoli 5

Flying

Fox

The

Seagull

Contin

uation

of a

Series^

Contin

uation

of a

Series

Umana Baru
Vae

Atua

Kabae-

bae

Baara

9

Fish

Spear

Emu

Foot

1
Baur

Marada
Balawa

B
5

The

Well

Ti

Meta

The

Marriage Tarera Daho

Te

Baene
Velovelo

Apoo

Mahai

An ana

Kumete Waa 10

Viaso Ni

Saru

Piro

Taningan
Te Kimoa

(a) only
Tambua Mouti

Tikoni-

koni^
Moko

Puna
Mo' 0

Moo-iki

B Noi 9

Kangaroo Sangera Bosu

i^dunu

15 Jifebu Bag '
Ma'a

ifhe

C.3urse of

tne Sun

Vo- S.r\

e 5

Turtle

Wangga

Ni Viti

(a) only

Na

Puraoa

(a) on ly

Boomerang
Series SI

The Bag
Series^ No Name

Series^

Manini

III

Series^

Na

Ubv>

Series'

Ubwebwe
,2

Wangga

Series^

1 denotes unpublished MS
denotes variations
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string Figurss from Nsu Calsdonia Notes '■ 't.?

No. 1 UAEN I have typed this series in full, it is nou
more like the Solomon Islands edition (pp147-153). I
tried to be too clever, leaving out the instructions
about which way to cross the string in making the loop,
but I have put it in again as it affects every figure.
I have added it as Q at the bottom of the page but it
should be line 3 and part of line 4. Could you please
put in the letters as I have on the rough tracings? flake
them big enough to be reduced by half in the book please.
Drawings:

1. Correct. 2. Strings to thumbs should not be crossed.
3. Correct. 4. Centre strings should cross under bottom
string. 5. Could you please alter where strings cross
on bottom string to make them look less like loops?
6. Correct. 7. Correct. 8. I need the figure on p17 of
the Gilbert Islands (only the centre cross is different
of course); it occurs, the second time round.

. 7. . v., .

r . V . -' X a

No.2. I agree this is identical with Nauru's D^. I
missed itj I have added it to my copy of the Solomon
Islands; had you found it there?
No.3. THE COURSE OF THE SUN Thank you for the illustration,
Compton's would have been of no use at all! Thank you too
for the reference to 3ayne, it is identical. I bet they
used their toes in Uap!
No.5. luEPANG'S FENCE Your illustration is correct but my
instructions are wrong; movement 2 should read - Twist all
innn. hv rotat^nn indices apH little fingers once in ulnar
direction and thumbs once in radial direction.

V No.7. THE DEAD flAN IN TANNA I think you are right, the
Tikopia figure is identical in final result. Yes, my
illustration is incorrect at each and I think. ■I • k ^ . . I !

■ '[J A' y

■ k.x
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Nos 8, 10b, 11,11b and 12 are all correct.

No.13, UP LEriADREN I need an illustration please.

movement 9 please add "and spread fingers uidely".

No.14. Correct Yes, I shall add uhat you suggest.

At,

-  V 'W'■  : ' ■!rc':'^v
No.15. There should be a second string round index fingers. '

'/

No.16. Beautiful drawing. At last I see your difficulty
Please rewrite movement 3 as follows;"Take between teetn
radial thumb string which runs .dinaciiy from hand to hand,
then release that string only from thumbs". Is that clearer?

Nos 17, 18 and 19 all correct.

No.20. SHUTTLE FOR FISHING NET Please check left hand, I
have put in pencil my suggestion.

. .'i i\

No.21 Correct.

^ No.22. LIZARD Thank you for the two illustrations, a good
idea. Please check loops of right hand, I think you have
an extra twist.

'-.•r

No. 23 Both illustrations very nice thank you.

No. 24. Not quite right; it should be four diamonds.

No.26, LANGOUSTE Please check strings going to left thumb;
one string from the top loop should go over thumb? Also
right hand has a twist close to thumb.

NjB,27. TUG BIRDS Please check strings going to thumbs on
both hands. Outside upper diamond strings go across thumbs
and inner lower strings twist over inner upper diamond strings.

No.28. Can you make tjis clearer at the bottom please? It
looks like two loops instead of crossed strings.

No,29. ViASe NX SARD Loops should be on top string! at
9. Uhen thumbs are inserted into little finger loops little
fingers are bent down and thumbs enter upwards from palm, in



Uk.;> ..

other uords, from distal side. I am inserting "straighten

/ little fingers, then...." after "hold in mouth"/ Your
illustration is beautiful, //n you'fejee^htrhe hands and do the

figure again?.•  ••• figure again?. V.:-
.  ..

30. 1 and 2. SARDINES f^had intended having only one
■y

^  f*'"'
X'-'-i.',

illustration for 1, your 8 diamond figure after 7, but I
think it would be better to have the 2 diamond figure after
6 as well. That leaves the 4 diamond figure for Sardines II,

This is in fact uhat you have done, thank you.

32. OKUBASE Uery good but bottom string does not go over
thumbs; it goes behind thumbs to little fingers.

V;L'' GPHLEHLE Not correct, My instructions are not clesr, please^ change them as follows: 5. ''Insert thumbs into figure on
either side of the U and bring back outer double strings of

i"' ■ ■'>'

bottom strings cross differently. $See also Gilbert Islands
' iv'- •-

^35. TARO PLANT Very gooi/picture at 10 but could you please
''' make the bottom strings of the diaf^ond cross more like the

'T '

if:

H.-

the U, release indices from all strings and extend hands'i
:v,! It should be the same as OPHLEHLE in UAEN but I think the

Fig 3 p.14).

"Tki-.t":.'. ?*? : : top, they look rather like two loops at 7. Drawing at 14 is
excellent.

37. OBAN Nice figure, please would you put in 'toe','little
finger' .'thumb' and 'index'.

38. snOKE AND FIRE Please I need an illustration at 6.

Drawing at 7 very good thankyou. Typing error at 6.
"Release little fingers" not "fire"!

,  'W; ., . ' 39.TRICK Another error - "Hold loop in closed left hand,

.jft/;' No illtistration needed.

.. •)
-  ■4"

^  ., < ■
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40 and 41. very good thank you.

42. A CHIEF'S HOUSE Thank you for two lovely drawings.

An excellent idea for the cover as it is quite unique.

44. LU ANYN HOU flAK Uery nice thank you. Movement

5 needs altering I think, as follows: " Uifch four

::%/-Vs:

.■■{

.• 'S'i ,

fingers of each hand hold radial strings against palms,
then lift off wrist loop with teeth; raise index fingers
with a quick movement and the loops unwind.

' I'-/. ■:?■' vi'I • ij*

i- ■•'v ■•"■■•. ■'
■  ■, xi-y

45. BUYU Beautifully done thank you. This is one of my
favourite series. I think at the end of movement 8

"and draw hands apart" should be added.

Your comparison with the Japanese series is very interesting

indeed. I looked up Professor Noguchi's figures in the

Bulletin and , as you say, the fingal result is almost
identical.

Children all over the world make the Cats Cradle, using
middle fingers and I have found when teaching them new
figures they have some difficulty in using index fingers!
String figures are said to have been taken to England by

the tea clippers (sailing ships) about the middle of last
century. But there are a few figures which just might
have been local ones.

The hands you draw are superb, and the figures that
go with them. I am sure you must be as pleased with

■■

them as I am!

■ :V;

.■j y,
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NOTE

No. 36 HADU HADOluJ BABU Looked from a second person.

No. 37 0 BAN Looked from a second person.

y NOi 42 A CHIEF'S HOUSE Thank you, very much for your praising.
If you want, please use the illustration drawn in no hand on a cover.

No.45 BUYU This is almost identical with the Japanese one.
Though it is a series work as in "BUYU", its names are not related

^ with each other. The representative names of this string figure
are "KAMENOCO" and "GOI'IU". The movements 1—5 are different,
hut its result is the same. The movements 6—last are the same,
hut the stagejgiven a name are different slightly. r

at 5

at 7

Male

Paths among rocks for
little crahs

Hole for crahs

Japan*

no name

at 8 before

release indices

no name

Rail road bridge (TEKKYO)
or Cradle (YURI CAGO)

Turtle (KAMEITOCO)

at 8 Crahs running off
(moving pattern) into holes

no name

at last no name ? Slide paper show (KAMISHIBAI)

Continued ; Gum (GOMU)

Aeroplane (HIKCKI)
The other difference is that Japanese use the middle fingers

instead of indices.

* see H.Noguchi 'String Figuers in Japan', p.18-21: Bulletin of
S.P.A. No.7, 1982.

- 2 -



For Darrell Tryon

Uuoa

f C1) Uaen - periwinkle shells.

(2) Okubase - wood for throwing down coconuts?
(3) Dp hlehle - ?

}  (^0 iiaca - ?
^ (5) Bii (TIB nokon - ?
(6) Bu i"'. ?

(^(7) Bu huyeng - ?
(B) 0 ban ? (a trick of unraueilingi done on hand and toe),
(9) Uleule ?

(10) Un - turtle?

(11) I te tnok - snail licking?
(12.) Hadu hadone babu - a figure done with one hand and loop

round neck.

Lifu

(1) Den konying - taro patch,

(^2) Uo lemad^en — ? (3 diamond figure).
(3) ? - moon,
(4) ? — needle or shuttle for making fishing nets.

(5) Thau - lizard?

(6) YQpo(h) - ? (a 4 diamond trick gams in which a fish is
caught)•

at - Uallu

(1) Do etu ~ two sentries?

(2) Viaso ni saru - ?
(3) Poule sultane - birds?

(4) Neje (or nexe) ?
(5) ? - smoke and fire.
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(6) Ketiouanej- a caterpillar? ̂
Ka lu do, 0 boi su kata ye, curu boi vicoi na duua
du ka vu, boi ki dexa na doxa bone, ae ki daxa na
dexa,

(7) la Uailu a language or a place? I was told that the
placs uaa 3a,

General

(1) Uaujebadet - is this a caterpillar, and if so on uhich
island?

(2) Uajikui (?) - is this a fish, and if so on uhich island,



77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T.2603, Australia,
31st January, 1983.

Dear Jean,

I have at long last completed the preparation for
publication of the string figures of Neu Caledonia and the
Loyalty Islands which you so kindly helped roe to obtain.

I see that Harry mentioned in his letter to you that
I now do my own publishing and I am sending you a copy of
the book on the Solomon Islands to show you what the prod
uctions look like. I also edited and published Kenneth
Emory's collection from the Tuamotu Islands.

I should like now to publish the Neu Caledonia figures,
including a feu collected by Compton and published in 3.R.A.I,
during 1919 which were not seen by me. In order to make it
a more economic proposition it would seem best to add a
separate monograph in the same book on the figures collected
on film from the Torres Strait Islands by Or U, Laade and
edited by me for the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies.

In preparing the final typescript for offset reproduction,
however, I find myself completely stuck as to the correct
spelling and translation of the local vernacular names as set
out on the attached list, and I should be most grateful if
you would be so kind as to check them through and where
necessary correct them.

I am also enclosing a few queries about informants and
similar matters in the hope that you will be willing to give
me the benefit of your advice.

I propose using the French or English title where it
was given to me without a vernacular name, unless you think
otherwise.

I do apologize for worrying you on these points of
spelling and meaning but you are the only authority I know
and I am hoping that the checking and advice would not take
you long.

Ue very much hope that you may be able to come to visit
Canberra this year as ue had no news of the visit which you
thought you might make last year. Ue should greatly enjoy
seeing you again; and of course Jojo if she is with you.

With best regards.

Yours sincerely.



STRING FIGURES FROM NEU CALEDONIA AND
THE LOYALTY ISLANDS

Ctpr^ •
1. Turtle - Un Uv/ea i3

2. Periulnkle Shells - liaen " '
II i

17

II

II

n

II

II

n

// /

19

11

20

3« Luepang's Fence - Hak haql Laapang

4. Fao's Fence - Hak Fao "

5, Pig -

6» Grasshoppers -

7, - Ud lema den

a. Frigate Bird - Atau

9. Tuo Birds - Li mono

10. Sardines - Que'^

11 .a Piece of uood for knocking down coconuts - Okubflaae

b  Moving in a hole — Ophlehla Uvea
* 3

12.a Fish spear - n 3 ^
-C-

b  Fish's aye ~ "

13. Figure which can be done with one hand - Hadu hadone babu 3^

14. Oulsoulo and the bird lima ~ " 10

15. - 0 Ban "

16. Tuo women banging their skirts to wash them - " -5

17. The star of Xode - n il
(Xode - a point of land on Lifu over which the star is seen)

18. Snail licking - Ite mok Uvea \<^

19. Crab and Octupus - Oho me Anyii "

20. Shells - Buyu flare 1/f

21. Fao's Fence - '7



9, Tuo Birds - Hihyen o Meno Uvea

-  Ua Kuny "

-  0 neno "



2.

22. Uater hole or uell - Tung Neu Caledonia

23. Tuo orphan boya -

24. Dance of the people of Wsu Caledonia -

Dru Anyin Houmak

25* The tuo small stones - Kic ki.iin lin " ^

26, Caterpillar - Uauyibadet

27* A Chief's house

43

iik

H  4 ̂

11

Iftl H It
tl II

23, Smoke and fire -

^  29, Tuo Sentries - Do Etu Ba "

3D,a Ketiouane

31, Langouste -

32, / yiaso ni Saru " "

^3. Poula Sultano - " "

34. A Basket (uith a long handle) " " 4*^



3.

iDfc-

35. Frigate bird - Uete Lifu /J"

36. Quleoule and the bird lime - « lO

37. A f£y - nusi

38. The sun -

35* Dhino^s hole -

(Dhino uas a devil uho lived in a hole in a rock)
40, The courae of the sun -

41, The dead man in Tanna -

42, Barrlere

43, Tare patch - Dsn konyinq (title)

(a) lu'ater taro patch -

(b) Sugar cane field -

(c) Tuio Roule Sultane -

44, Sardines - Uene Oue

45, Pig -

46, - Uo lemadren

47, Fiusic -

46, The noon -

49, Shuttle, or needle, for making fishing nets —
«  ••

50, Lizard - Theu "

5-1. "(ItrcJ/S iyf [jJaXnnAxJk- - " Z

5-;. - ^

H ir

n lia

n nb

n S

n 7

a n

tr 8

a H'

It n

n 3r

ti 30

I!

It 13:

n

n IL

7x>

i( '



Enclosure

Queries

(1) I have the names of the informants for some of the
figures - shall I use them?

They are;-

Froro Lifu - Xute,
Marie Uaej (name & village?).
Louise.

From Uvea - Marguerite.
Joseph.
Julia Laba (name & village?).

From New Caledonia, at Ba -
Sarai and Janine (together).
Jospphine.
Kaiine.

(2) I have the name of the village near Houailou, where
you dropped me to collect string figures, as Ba?

(3)tyas Luepang a person or does the word mean a stranger
or foreigners

(4) Uas Fan the first mission teacher on Mare?

(5) Is pQule Sultane some kind of chicken? The French
dictionary does not help me.

(6) For translation, please: Somwaca ame e lenge ge be
hau Konying.

v-'T--iiEi-

0



NOTE

V

^  Wo.l UAEN These patterns differ from the Gilhertese series
a little"^ ("see fig.l)

y  No.2 Rock of Waondeli at 6 This is identical with the Nauru
V  "DAON". (see Nauru's, p.40) This is no marked in comparative

table of Solomon's book.

^ No.3 THE COURSE OF THE SUN You wrote 'Compton's illustration
here' at the end of its description, but it is at 4^ So I have
drawn this one.

The correction of its description :

1. Twist loop once round a big toe, ... left big toe, ?

y  This is almost identical with the Uap "Turtle". The
^ difference is using the second person's finger instead of

a player's toe. (see C.P.Jayne "S.Ps. <S:.How to Make Them", p.265)

No.7 THE DEAD IVIAN IN TANNA This is almost identical with the
Tikopia "Ara ki te popouri" at 7 • The difference is movements

^ at 2 and 3> "but its result is the same. (seeTikopia's, p.42)
^ fflhis is nol^marked in list of 'Some Oceanic Comparisons with

Tikopia figures'. Besides this Tikopia' s illustration is mistakei
a little. The correct one is the same as this No.7's totally.

/ No.14 MUSIC Looked from a second person,
v/ I think you had better put in next phrase before the description

at 2. 'Then turn all fingers to a second person'. The
description at 2 and 3 is clear.

7 / No.16 THE MOON I think it is essential to distinguish between
^ a and b. (see fig.2) And I think niy illustration is correct.

/  No.22 LIZARD New description at 3 and 4 is clear, but adding
V  this illustration at 2 is still better.

y  No.23 TWO SENTRIES This is almost identical with the Papua
New Guinea "CHAGA" except direction of extending, (see P.D.Noble
"S.Ps. of P.N.G.", p.18) Similarly "Uvea's turtle" is almost iden
tical with the P.N.G. "Baking Tare", (see op. cit. ,p.l7o)

My construction of "Uvea's turtle \jith a small tail" is as
follows ;

Before pulling loop through wrist loops at 3> a third •. ^
person pulls the centre rocked loop(see fig.3) to right and keep5
it to the last.

No.31 SARDINES-II Tl^e illustration at 5 is the same as No.3o
6. At 9 is the same as No.30 at 7.

- 1 -
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NOTE

^ No. 13. TJj^ LEMATIREN If this form of hand is correct, you had hatter
^  add "tuming palms away from you" after "and spread fingers widely".

No.16. The Moon Your instruction is clearer. I was puzzled this
one because the figure was finished at any rate in spite of my

wrong construction!

No.19. UOLEM DEN Please use this one as I don't like the drawing
of hand in the former illustration.

/ No.32. OPHLEHLB You are right. Ophlehle is not the same as UAEN.
v  So I drew dotted lines to distinguish between two.

I have followed your advice of the remainings No.l, 15,20,
22,24,26, 28, 32,35,37,38.

N0.2 ; As I had remembered making the same one as No.2, I could
y noticed Nauru's 'DAGN' by making a thorough search of all books.
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